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• On May 12, 2008 a 

major earthquake 

measuring 8 Richter 

Scale jolted Wenchuan 

County of Southwest 

China’s Sichuan 

province. 

• About 500,000 square 

kilometers are intensity 

affected area, including 

51 counties in Sichuan, 

Gansu, and Shanxi 

provinces. 
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• East is Sichuan 

basin

• West is mountain 

area.
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• Four groups of 

experts  arrived at 

the disaster area in a 

week. 

First groupSecond group Third groupFourth group
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Damage of roadbed and pavement
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Damage of retaining wall
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Damage of bridge
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Damage of tunnel
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Damage of rural road and passenger station
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Characteristics of highway damage

• Extensive range

� 100 kilometers freeway

� 2,600 kilometers national highway or 

regional highway

� 3,100 kilometers rural road

� 1,109 bridges

� 52 tunnels
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Damage intensity is 

closely related with 

geographical location.

Characteristics of highway damage
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• Huge amount of economic loss

� Total economic loss about 10 billion 

dollars

� 51% by rural road damage

� 43% by national highway or regional 

highway 

� 5% by freeway

Characteristics of highway damage
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Earthquake magnitude：：：：deadly earthquake with 

huge energy released.

Shallow-focus earthquake: the location of 

preliminary rupture is about 18 kilometers deep

Impact factors of highway damage
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Impact factors of highway damage

Geomorphologic characteristics: ------------CCCComplex topographic and geologic conditions------------Soil erosions are catastrophic------------Landslide, collapse and mud-rock flow are extensively dotted
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Highway infrastructure:

• Drainage and retaining 

wall system are not 

adequate

• Bridges’ structure shape is 

not scientific

Impact factors of highway damage
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About objectives:

---Take both short term economy recovery and long 

term economic development requirements into 

consideration

---Increased major highway grade and service level 

accordingly and strengthened its actual resilience for 

such disasters

Principles of highway reconstruction
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About measurements:

---Make full use of existing highway and facilities, 

restore as much segments as possible, reinforce 

substructure, buttress up damaged bridge and culvert, 

repair pavement, fix drainage, retaining wall and safety 

devices.

---For heavily destroyed roads, new line should be built 

or partly rerouted.

Principles of highway reconstruction
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About layout:

---The priority is to restore and rebuild national and 

regional highway, then the freeway, rural roads and 

passenger stations.

---Add necessary roundabout route, improved highway 

network. For each county at least two life line highways 

with anti seismic capacity should be built towards two 

outlets.

Principles of highway reconstruction
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About investment:

---Multiple channels of investment and collaboration

---Work division and collaboration were clearly defined 

for all parties

Principles of highway reconstruction
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About Low Impact Development:

---Respect nature and plan according to local situation

---Used proper technical requirements and standards, 

increased portion of bridges and tunnels

---Reduced impact on nature to minimum

Principles of highway reconstruction
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• In 3 years, restore and rebuild transportation 

infrastructure, improve major national and regional 

highway’s anti seismic ability and transport service.

• Restore and rebuild 6 national highways, 20 regional 

highways, recover or extend 11 freeways. 

• Strive to recover damaged rural road, build asphalt 

or concrete paved roads between towns and 

villages.

• Recover service of county passenger station. 

Planning objectives
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• 1,600 kilometers freeways

• 6,000 kilometers national or regional highways

• 40,000 kilometers rural roads

• 412 passenger stations

Construction scale
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• Total 20 billion dollars

• 16 billion dollars were needed among 2008 to 2010

• The investment focused on freeway, national and 

regional highway, and rural road construction

Funding demand
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• 28% vehicle purchase tax

• 22% bank loans

• 17% government budget

• 15% partner assistance funding

• 10% local government funding

Funding source
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• Each county has at least two high level highways 

with different orientation.

• Definition: have high construction level, high ability to 

against natural calamities, high accessibility to 

exterior zone, and with emergency traffic guarantee. 

• The classes of seismic measure of life line road 

should be 1 scale higher than other roads.

Life line road network
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• Access to exterior zone

• Keep operating in deadly earthquake

• Include freeway, national and regional highway

Requirements of lifeline roads
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1 circle line
3 vertical lines

4 horizontal lines
10 sub lines

4,900 kilometers. 
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• Improve the standard of classes of seismic measure

• Choose suitable technical 

• Improve the level of geological exploration 

• Improve observation and protection to avoid 

secondary disasters

Measurements
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• Till Sep. 30, 2011, 95% of highway restore and 

rebuild projects have been finished.

• These projects strengthened the ability of against 

natural calamities. 

• The life line road network works well after 8.13 

mountain flood debris flow disaster in 2010 and the 

big storm in July, 2011.

Achievements
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Problems

Highway safety cannot be guaranteed sometimes, because large or 

extra-large geologic disasters and secondary disaster widely 

distributed, comprehensive treatment need take a long time in a 

large scale, damage can’t be repaired in a short time. 
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Problems

Some bridges and tunnels used lower standard, the height of 

these bridges or tunnels’ rise and span are not enough
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Some rout position is not quite suitable, highway had to 

deprive stream of waterway area

Problems
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